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ABSTRACT
Many art movements and art forms which have emerged since 1960’s up to the present
have brought along significant changes by using nature, body and technology in a very
different understanding and form. In this study, changes regarding artistic space are
observed through examples from Robert Morris, Robert Whitman, Dennis Oppenheim,
Robert

Smithson,

Michael

Heizer,

Walter

De

Maria,

Sophie

Ristelhueber,

Andy

Goldsworthy, Mark Dion, Orlan, Al Razutis, Alexander and Georges Dyens. Depending on
also the diversity of material, artistic spaces, as production and exhibition areas, have
changed the spatial perception by changing and increasing.
Keywords: Technology and art, nature and art, body and art, conceptual art, minimalist
art, land art, holographic art, space, real space, virtual space.
INTRODUCTION
1960s, in which art, artist and artistic object are questioned intensively from a
philosophical perspective, is a beginning of a process which has its roots in the early 20th
century. In this period, notion and concept have the primary importance in art; the
importance given to form and emotion is objected. Thus it became possible to use nearly
everything, including nature and body, as means of artistic expression and artistic space.
All kind of techniques and materials such as readymade object, waste, steel, fluorescent
lamp, fire brick, aluminum, polyester, industrial paint, photograph, film, video, projector,
computer, light, laser, hologram etc. started to substitute for conventional techniques
and materials. Abundance of instrumental and spatial diversity has also brought along
evaluation of works with different categories. Land art, environmental art, process art,
installation, body art, performance, interactive art, video art, light art, computer art,
internet art and holographic art are only some of them.
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Since 1960s, the use of nature, body and technology as means of artistic expression has
played an important role in the emergence, continuance up to the present and
development of changes in space perception and design. In this study, changes regarding
artistic space design and perception -as an area of production and exhibition- is
examined through examples from Robert Morris, Robert Whitman, Dennis Oppenheim,
Robert

Smithson,

Michael

Heizer,

Walter

de

Maria,

Sophie

Ristelhueber,

Andy

Goldsworthy, Mark Dion, Orlan, Al Razutis, Alexander and Georges Dyens.
I. Real Spaces
At the beginning of 1960s, artists began to evaluate regarding public and living spaces
such as streets, bridges, parks, hospitals etc. and parts from nature such as deserts,
lakes, sky even their bodies as places of artistic exhibition and production besides
galleries.
Inside the Gallery. Parallel to the change of artistic material, various exhibition types
(different from conventional exhibition mentality such as hanging on the wall and placing
on pedestal) began to emerge; ground and ceiling gained importance besides the gallery
walls. Through various arrangements defined as installation, exhibitions (by regarding
the place as a whole, arrangement in tune with the place or spreading/piling/arraying in
a part of the space) began. These are ‘the spaces within a space.’
Robert Morris who frequently uses industrial technology materials such as rubber, steel,
ply board, industrial felt, zinc, copper, aluminum, glass, thread etc. In his works states
that “My works simply do not orient themselves with a place. The structure surrounding
them plays a certain role in their living.” (Cabanne, 1997).When the minimalist
sculptures of Morris produced with this understanding in 1960s were exhibited, it was
taken into consideration that his works are in conformity with the space (whitney.org,
2014). Two Columns in 1961, the untitled installation at Green Gallery in 1964 and Four
Mirrored Cubes in 1965 serve as models to this. He exhibited some of his wool and felt
works on which he started to work in 1968 by laying them on the gallery floor, spreading
them as if they were randomly thrown on the floor or using floor and walls together
(fig.1).(Kalina, 1969 ; guggenheim.org, 2010 ; artintelligence.net, 2008).
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Fig. 1. Rob
bert Morris, Untitled, 19
960s, industtrial felts, (a
artspace.com
m).

Fig. 2. Dennis
D
Oppenheim, Dig
gestion, pigm
mented fibe
erglass, gas,, wax, rubbe
er hose, cas
st
resin, regulator, jeweler's to
orch tips, stteel bolts, private collec
ction, photo by David
Sund
dberg (denn
nis-oppenheim.com).

ark Dion, Ale
exander Willson - Studio
o, 1999, wo
ooden structture, various
s tools, books,
Fig. 3. Ma
bird illu
ustrations, ta
axidermic birds, etc. 24
43.8 x 365.8
8 x 274.3 cm
m (approx),, installation
n
sho
ot at the Carrnegie Muse
eum of Art, Pittsburgh, USA, (good
dwatergallerry.com).
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Fig. 4. Ro
obert Morris
s, Bodyspac
cemotionthin
ng, installation at Tate Gallery in 1971, London,
En
ngland.
(www.bbc.co.uk).
Robert Smithson
S
sta
ates that te
echnology and
a
industria
al products began to appeal
a
to th
he
artist wh
ho wants to
o work like a labratory
y technician
n and that ttechnology and industry
turned in
nto an ideal in New Yo
ork world o
of art in earrly 1960s (Y
Yılmaz, 200
04). Althoug
gh
Smithson
n objects to
o the unders
standing of gallery, he exhibited h
his works su
uch as Map of
Broken Glass
G
(Atlan
ntis), A Non
nsite, Dead
d Tree and Earthworks
s spreading, arraying or
piling on the gallery floor (Pekşen, 2005 ; rrobertsmithson.com).
Dennis Oppenheim
O
made
m
use of gallery wa
alls, floor an
nd ceiling (b
by hanging his
h works) fo
or
his installations thatt he made between 19
970-2009 us
sing industrrial technolo
ogy materia
als
T
for a Major Hit,, Recall, Dig
gestion(fig.2
2), Above th
he Wall of Execution
E
an
nd
such as Theme
Splash off Buildings (dennis-opp
(
penheim.com
m).
Mark Dio
on, who uses archeolo
ogical and s
scientific methods in c
collecting arranging an
nd
exhibiting wastes an
nd various objects in n
nature, piled
d his works
s such as Ic
chthyosauru
us,
Concrete
e Jungle/The
e Birds on the floor; in
i his works such as Alexander
A
W
Wilson-Stud
dio
(fig.3),La
andfill, The Curiosity Shop andS
Systema Me
etropolis Fie
eldwork 2he
e worked on
o
between the years 1999-2005,, he created
d showcases
s and separrate spaces having room
appearan
nces(Hunterr, 2009 ; arttvehicle.com
m, 2007; artt21.org, 200
05).
Walter De
D Maria exhibited his works he created in 1970-80s Eq
qual Area Se
eries, Broke
en
Kilomete
er and 13, 14,
1
15 Metter Rows by
y scattering them all o
over the ga
allery floor or
o
arraying them orde
erly. Maria drew atten
ntion to the relationsh
hip between space an
nd
structure
es with his works
w
the giant pottery
y Five Contiinents which
h is filled up
p with marb
ble
and quarrtz pieces coming
c
from
m five differrent contine
ents and his
s twenty-fiv
ve-ton sphere
named Large Red Sp
phere-Turke
entor which was exhibitted in 1990 (Wong, 200
08 ; Glancey,
2011).
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Even tho
ough Goldsw
worthy is an
n artist who uses naturral materials
s without ch
hancing them
in open spaces
s
and leave them
m to nature, he planned
d his dome-llike stone structure Roof
which he
e exhibitted in 2005 in such a way
y that they pass beyon
nd the glass
s wall(Sooke,
2007 ; goldsworthy.cc.gla.ac.uk
k).
In galleries, not only
y the exhibition metho
ods changed
d. Artists be
egan to mak
ke interactin
ng
with

the
e

work

actively

ava
ailable

for

the

view
wers.

In

h
his

installa
ation

name
ed

of
Bodyspac
cemotionthiing (1971)(fig.4)which is considerred to be o
one of the archetypes
a
Morris’s participatory
y art type caused
c
view
wer to be in a physical activity
a
such
h as climbing,
crawling,, sliding and
d standing in balance((Higgins, 20
009). In De Maria’s wo
ork The Earrth
Room(19
977), viewerrs walked on
n the soil po
oured on the
e gallery flo
oor (www.marin.edu).

0, Great Saltt Lake, USA
A, photo by Hikmet
H
Loe
Fig. 5.Robert Smitthson, Spril Jetty, 1970
(artistso
ofutah.org).

H
Doub
ble Negative
e, 1968-70, Nevada, US
SA.(artwelo
ove.com).
Fig. 6. Michael Heizer,

Fig. 7.Orla
an, Carnal A
Art-“Operation Teatre”, 1990s.(uk.phaidon.com
m).
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Fig. 8. Sophie Ristelhueber, Eleven Blownups Series, 2006,(Vandermeulen and Veys, 2013).
Outside the Gallery. Artists who want to produce works which are not possible to
exhibit in galleries frequently used nature and body as a means of artistic expression and
manipulated nature and body in various ways. These are generally stated as different
categories such as land art, environmental art, earth art, nature art, body art,
performance etc.
Morris’s Steam and Untitled Earthworks, Oppenheim’s Accumulation Cut, Whirlpool/Eye
of the Storm and Time Line, Smithson’s Glue Pour, Asphalt Rundown, Mirror
Displacement and Spiral Jetty(fig.5), De Maria’s Mile Long Drawing, The Lighting Field,
Goldsworthy’s Ice Ball, Rain Shadow and Wall serve as models for the works which
nature is chosen as the space of production and exhibition (Hafner, 2010 ; Higgins, 2009 ;
dennis-oppenheim.com ; robertsmithson.com ; goldsworthy.cc.gla.ac.uk).
Heizer’s(who started to work in 1967 in Nevada Desert) Double Negative (fig.6)in which
he had a ‘space’ created by moving 244.000 tons of earth with the help of bulldozer and
Complex City, which has been worked on by him since 1971 are far remote from living
areas. Both of the works are among the biggest statues which have been built so far one
can stroll in (Kimmelman, 2005 ; Pekşen, 2005).
Oppenheim, during his performance named Parallel Stress in 1970,stretched his body
between two collapsing concrete blocks and maintained his position for two minutes. In
the same year, he had another performance in which he used his body: Reading Position
for Second Degree Burn. In this performance, he put a book on his naked body and
stayed in the sun for five hours. So that the achieved to leave the shadow of the book as
an unburnt area on his body(dennis-oppenheim.com ; Manchester, 2007).
Orlan, who transformed surgery into an artistic performance and had aesthetic
interventions on her body in order to question the role of the body in public and
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experience differentt identities, used both h
her body an
nd surgery rroom and preferred loc
cal
anesthes
sia to comm
municate wiith viewer. In this ‘op
peration the
eater’ of the
e artist, “not
those wh
ho are on th
he stage bu
ut also view
wers play a role as inte
eractive parrticipants an
nd
unlike an
n ordinary play, they witness a real pain.”” Orland re
ecorded the
ese operatio
on
moments
s which she
e calls “Carn
nal Art,” “Op
peration Theater” or “B
Body Sculptturing” (fig.7
7)
Later, sh
he broadcastted the vide
eo on interne
et(Akman, 2004).
2
Sophie Ristelhueber
R
r, who focus
ses on the effects of destruction
d
of wars and
d conflicts on
o
earth and
d architectu
ure, photogrraphed the b
bombarded settlements
s, war waste
es in desertts,
weapons
s left in tren
nches in a personal
p
arrrangement. Spread form
m Bayreuth
h (1991), Fa
ait
No. 31 and Eleven
n Blownups
sSeries(fig.8
8) serve as
s examples. And Operration Serie
es
consists of the pho
otographs of
o unknown
n patients in Paris hospitals. The
ese works of
Ristelhue
eber manifest the interv
ventions wh
hich were made
m
or had to be made
e to nature or
o
body. Th
he artist ex
xhibits some of her w
works she created
c
with
h this unde
erstanding by
b
enlarging
g and sticking them on
n the wall (Barliant, 20
009 ; Lane, 2009 ; bin
ntphotobook
ks,
2012).
Some off Oppenheim
ms works (h
he created between th
he years 19
980-2011) which
w
feature
light such as Radian
nt Fountains
s, Paintbrus
sh Gateway,, Electric Kis
ss, Splash Buildings
B
an
nd
Architecttural Cactus
s are sculptture-archite
ecture hybrid public sp
pace statue
es. The artist
describes
s his work in 2011 Still
S
Dancing
g as the un
nity of sculpture, arch
hitecture an
nd
theatre (Denson,
(
20
011 ; Scott, 2010; Peterson, 2010;;dennis-oppenheim.com
m).

wer, 1964, 1
16mm film, DVD transfer, projecto
or, shower
Fig. 9.Robert Whiitman, Show
curttains, water, water pum
mp, 203,2 x 76,2 x 76,2
2 cm, photo by Howard Agriesti
(diaart.org).
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Fig. 10. Al Razutis, Newtonian Galactic
G
Ass
sembly Line, 1974-76, silver halide
e holographic
film, 20
0,32 x 25,4 cm 36 Deniisyuk hologrrams, 121,9
92 x 121,92 cm. (alchemists.com)..

Fig. 11. Alexander, Horrors of War, 1988, 101,6 m2 in
nstallation, h
hologram, holosculptur
h
re
(Z
Zone, 1990, ray3dzone.com).

Fig. 12. Georges Dy
yens, Vertigo
o Terrae, 19
994, installa
ation, holosc
culpture, ho
ologram, lan
nd
photogram, aluminum, light, plaster, stone, music,
m
scrap
ps, sand, wo
ood, polyester
art, holop
resine, brroach, laser,, fog, earth and plexi glass (george
esdyens.com
m).
II. Virtu
ual Spaces
The use of hi-tech products
p
enabled widerr range of artistic
a
mate
erials and different type
es
of art such as comp
puter art, ho
olographic a
art, internett art etc. to
o emerge. Thanks
T
to th
he
technolog
gy, which make
m
possib
ble to create
e spaces tha
at actually d
do not existt, emergenc
ce
of differe
ent arts began to becom
me possible by recordin
ng, projectin
ng, reproducing, copyin
ng
and

transmitting

sound

and
d

image.

Thanks

to
o

many

different

re
ecording

an
nd
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demonstration techniques and materials such as projection, video, computer, internet,
hologram etc., art incorporated into virtual spaces as well. So that, notions such as
virtuality, simulation, simultaneity and virtual reality began to be used frequently in art.
Robert Whitman, who is known for uniting images, sounds, artists, films and slides,
became the first artist including a video in a performance in his work The American Moon
(1960) (post.thing.net, 2008 ; diaart.org, 2011). In the work Shower (fig.9)Whitman,
who frequently uses projection in his works, produced in 1964, a real-size virtual image
of a showering woman created by projection takes part. And in Passport he produced in
2010-11, he delivered two performances simultaneously. In this work, sound, live
performance and video projections are arranged with the help of wireless connection
through internet and video streaming. Viewer watched the visual and poetic narrative of
the artist in two separate places (Le, 2012). Whitman describes his work in which
probability of being in two different places at the same time is emphasized as a
nonverbal theatre which space, rhythm, scale and plastic elements are emphasized in
and states that it is not written in the holy book that everyone can see the same thing at
the same time (whitmanpassport.net).
In the 35-minute video work of Morris The Birthday Boy which is produced in 2004 to
celebrate the 500th birthday of David, two art historians -a man and a woman- are
satirized. At the end of the video, the female critic is astonished by the view in which
David turns into an old naked man. The other video with the male critic turns into a black
woman sculpture(Komisar, 2005; sfu.ca/gallery, 2008).
This feature of holography which can make use of both the virtual space at the back side
of the holographic film and the real space in front of it has begun to be used by artists
since the late 1960s. Real and virtual scope of hologram was used intricately in Al Razutis’
work called Newtonian Galactic Assembly Line (fig.10) done between 1974 and 1976
comprising 36 holograms.
In Alexander’s arrangement in 1988 called Horrors of War(fig.11), a ‘holosculpture’ was
used blend with a sound. This is a holographic virtual space image of human skull in real
dimensions and comes as close as about 8-10 m in front of the plate (Işık, 2013, 2014).
Since 1980s, Georges Dyens has combined land art and holography. Also he has added
special music of his works such as Reliqua Terrae, Vertigo Terrae(1990s) (fig.12)and The
Galactic Horizons(2004) (georgesdyens.com). He says: “I also integrate music into my
works. Holography and music share an interesting similarity: both are made of waves.”
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Dyensusually creates holosculptures and use them withfiber optics and electronic system.
(Dyens, 1989).
CONCLUSION
Since the 1960s, using nature and technology has altered the sense of artistic setting in
parallel

with

spatial

variance.

Artistic

settings

have

become

a

space/environment/medium where artistic productions can be made and performed and
they also have gained importance in art as much as real spaces. On the other hand,
virtuality and reality have begun to be intertwined with the possibility of perceiving a
virtual space as a real one. Classical art studios known as artistic production points have
also changed. An artist, as the person who devises projects or activistno longer needs to
be in such kind of an ‘artist studio’ to produce works or have them produced because
there are many options of materials and settings among which artists can make decision.
Settings which are devised, perceived and experienced as the stage of performance and
artistic production have undergone successive changes in a period of fifty years and
seem to go on experiencing these changes in the future.
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